Kitchen & Bathroom

TOPS ON TOP
Cindy Crawford on Silestone Eternal Marquina

On Top

A product dsigned by Cosentino®

®

Jacuzzi

Cindy Crawford
FAVOURITE COLOUR

The biggest Tops from
a top woman and model

Black

Cindy Tops
1. Food
I couldn’t live without
chocolate.

6. Place in the home
My jacuzzi, especially first
thing in the morning.

2. City
I love New York, but also
Los Angeles and Paris.

7. Moment of the day
I love the mornings and also
reading in my bed.

3. Memory

8. Film Genre
I like romantic films, but also
those about other places and
time periods.

Getting married and having
my children.
4. Season
Summer. It reminds me of
when I was a child.

MEMORY

Wedding

MOMENT OF THE DAY

Reading at home

ACCESSORY

G E T T O K N O W T H E S TA R O F O U R
N E W C A M PA I G N .

9. Accessories
Sunglasses and watches.

5. Holidays
Anywhere with a beach.
I love swimming and having a
margarita at the end of the day.

10. Colour
Black for my clothes and
white for my house.

CITY

New York

HOLIDAY SEASON/PLACE

“I love healthy
food but I couldn’t
live without
chocolate.”

25 years ago, Cosentino launched Silestone®,
an innovative material that revolutionized the
design of kitchen and bath surfaces around the
globe.
To celebrate almost 3 decades of hard work and
innovation, we are launching a new campaign
in which, once again, we are surrounded
by great personalities from the world of
sport, culture, kitchen and fashion. Men and
women who, thanks to their determination
and professionality, have arrived to the top
of their careers and, as complicated as it is,

have managed to stay
Top” campaign starts
well-known and value
Surprisingly, Cindy Cra
to earth and very clos
success for this Ameri
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and humility.
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New Iconic
White with
N-Boost
The purity and
beauty of white

White is always a safe bet. It
brings clarity and brightens up
spaces, making them bigger and
wider.
It also allows an unlimited
combination of materials such
as wood, metals and all kinds of
shapes and textures.

Eternal
a series of new
ed by some of
ired exotic stones
tion for being
timeless.

The new Iconic White with
N-Boost is undoubtedly one of
the Top Colours in the Silestone®
2017 Showroom.
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Silestone®
Digital
News

Visit our website and discover the
new applications for configuring
and designing your kitchen
With the new tools, you will be able to instantly
visualise the possibilities and combinations
oﬀered by Silestone®.
Cosentino 3D Kitchen
Configure your own kitchen with the new Cosentino
3D Kitchen application so that your project comes
to life. The programme generates a 3D image you
can download in PDF format which you can use to
find your nearest kitchen shop or fabricators.
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Cosentino Online Visualizer
Combine all the Cosentino® products in our colour
simulator in up to 8 diﬀerent rooms. You can select
every type of furniture, floors, countertops, etc.
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by SILESTONE

Resistance
to Stains

Resistant
to Impacts

Silestone® is a non-porous surface which is highly
resistant to stains from coﬀee, wine, lemon juice,
oil, vinegar, make-up and many other daily-use
products.

Silestone®

high level of resistance to impacts
allows very hard objects (pots, trays, etc.) to be
handled with total ease.

Silestone® N-BOOST is an innovative technology which reconstitutes the surface of a material using
special production process, bringing long-term benefits which improve appearance as well as the bene
of Silestone®.

Silestone® N-Boost makes colours more intense and creates an extraordinary shine, as well as makin
surfaces easier to clean.

Superior Stain
Resistance

Intense
Colours

Ultra-shiny
Surface

Easier cleaning thanks to its
water-repellent qualities.

More intense colours with
Silestone®.

Better shine on Silestone
Quartz surfaces.

Silestone
The Color
on Top

Marinated
Mussel
Salad

Method
1

By Chef Sergio Pérez

Gently fry the
mussels
With a splash of oil and a crushed garlic
clove. Cover until they open with their
own vapour.

2

5

In plenty of salt
then cool in wa

6

Separate the shells

Ingredients
32 mussels
120 gr. broccoli
4 radishes
200ml rice vinegar
100ml extra virgin olive oil
50ml white wine
50ml mineral water
2 garlic cloves
1 bay leaf
1 carrot
1 onion
Pinch of ground black pepper
20 gr. black sesame seeds
Pinch of salt

3

Make a marinade
Gently fry the garlic, the onion and the
carrot. Add the white wine, the vinegar,
the ground pepper and the salt. Let it
simmer for around 15 minutes.

4

Keep cold for at
least 12 hours
Cover with a wet cloth during this time.

Cut the r
thin laye

With the help o
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they need to be

Put the meat and the now reduced
mussel juices to one side.

Silestone® is colour. Discover a wide range of colours
to give your space a vivid look. Unique rooms
with endless possibilities
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Integrity
ONE

Integrity
DUE

In one single piece

Straighter shape

ONE is the model which embodies Integrity’s
concept. A single kitchen sink in one piece.
Measuring 41x51x15.5 cm, ONE, with its
rounded shapes, is the perfect choice for
those who love curved shapes.

DUE, which is available in three sizes:
DUE S: 37x34x15.5cm, ideal for double sinks,
DUE L: 37x51x15.5cm, ideal for a main or
only sink, and DUE XL: 43.5x67x21cm, with its
larger size. Perfect for those who see style and
beauty in the sobriety of the straight lines.

Large
Seamless
Bathroom

Silestone® is reinventing spa
the new concept of tailor-ma
for large spaces. Any archite
turns into an opportunity an
aesthetic possibilities. The m
itself to adapt to the space a
other way around.

Silestone® allows the creatio
bathroom in one single mate
space better harmony and ae

Integrity DUE S

Integrity DUE L

Integrity DUE XL

37x34x15,5cm

37x51x15,5cm

43,5x67x21cm

op Ideas for your Kitchen

u thinking of redecorating your kitchen or creating a more original design?
t miss our innovative ideas for decorating with style and a unique personality.
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Silestone®
Eco Line Colour Series
A Series of Colours Created from Recycled Materials

Add decorative
vinyl

It will allow you to give new life to your
kitchen and masterfully update its look.
You can use it to redecorate the front of
wardrobes and drawers or to change the
look of your electrodomestic appliances.

Out-of-place
objects

Decorate with
facades

It’s the quintessential work area. Choose
materials which allow easy cleaning and
maintenance. You can choose the same colour
to obtain a visually unified kitchen or another
totally diﬀerent one to create interesting
contrasts.

Mix diﬀerent
styles

The new ECO Line Colour Series is an innovative collection of colours, more
than 50% having been made from recycled materials.
" Porcelain tiles, sinks and other decorative elements
" Secondhand window panes, containers and glass bottles
" Porcelain stoneware made from tile fragments

Make your kitchen transmit originality and
personality by introducing elements which
aren’t a part of it. Some examples could be
a large painting leaning against the wall or
a sculpture.

Design a unique kitchen by mixing Nordic
style and Rustic style: contemporary
furniture in a very industrial style space,
with appliances on view, brick walls and
cement floors.

" Petrified ash, combustion residue from blast furnaces.

Even 94% of the water used during the manufacturing process
is recycled.

Colours which combine sustainability, design an
given rise to a new category in this type of mat
sustainable alternative to surfaces for the arch
market.

The colours in the ECO Line Colour Series have
exhaustive research and development project c
which has reinvested a large percentage of its a
acquisition of new technologies with which it h
new line of recycled surfaces.

All the manufacturing process comply with our
such as Cradle to Cradle certification, which not
but also everything included in the production
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GROUP 3

GROUP 3.5

GROUP 4

GROUP 5

GROUP 6

ALUMINIO NUBE
BLANCO CAPRI
BLANCO MAPLE 14
CYGNUS 15
WHITE STORM 14

ALPINA WHITE 08
BLANCO STELLAR 13
CREMA STELLAR
CLASSIC WHITE
GREY STELLAR
NEGRO STELLAR

AMAZON
BAMBOO 08
BIANCO RIVERS
BLANCO ZEUS
HAIKU
ICONIC BLACK
KENSHO
LUSSO
SNOWY IBIZA
TIGRIS SAND
UNSUI
YUKON

ARIEL
BLANCO ORION
CALYPSO
CHARCOAL SOAPSTONE
DARIA
DORADUS 13
ETERNAL MARQUINA
ETERNAL SERENA
ICONIC WHITE
LAGOON
LUNA
LYRA
MEROPE
VORTIUM

CARBONO
CHROME
ETERNAL CALACATTA GOLD
ETERNAL STATUARIO
WHITE DIAMOND
WHITE PLATINUM
ZIRCONIUM

WARRANTY

Silestone®
25-Year Warranty
The only brand which gives you a certified written Warranty.

Only a world leading company like Cosentino, the biggest producer of quartz surfaces, could now sta
out yet again, giving an authentic 25-year warranty on Silestone®. Request proof of authenticity of y
Silestone® countertop and reject fraudulent imitations.

Silestone® V Volcano
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GROUP 3
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GROUP 1

GROUP 3

WHITE 08
O NUBE
CAPRI
MAPLE 14
STELLAR 13
15
TORM 14

AMAZON
BIANCO RIVERS
BLANCO ZEUS
CLASSIC WHITE
HAIKU
KENSHO
SNOWY IBIZA
TIGRIS SAND
UNSUI
YUKON

ARIEL
BLANCO ORION
CALYPSO
CHARCOAL SOAPTONE
DARIA
DORADUS 13
ETERNAL MARQUINA
ETERNAL SERENA
ICONIC WHITE
LAGOON
LYRA
MEROPE
VORTIUM

CARBONO
CHROME
ETERNAL CALACATTA GOLD
ETERNAL STATUARIO
ZIRCONIUM

ARDEN BLUE
CEMENTO SPA
GRIS EXPO

AMAZON
BIANCO RIVERS
BLANCO ZEUS
KENSHO
TIGRIS SAND

Certificates
Silestone® is internationally certified to guarantee maximum
security and protection.

GREENGUARD

NSF

LGA

A certification which recognises low air emissions
from chemical compounds.

A certification which recognises that the product
is safe for health in terms of hygiene.

Certifies eﬃciency
control of risks to t

**

**

* To check terms and conditions please go to www.silestone.com
** To obtain more information about colours with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org
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